
Beauty 
 

 Part I Demo in class on 9/28 

 Part II Demo in class on 10/5 

 Final Demo in class on 10/14 

 

The goal of this project is to make an interactive, digital 

experience or game that is beautiful. You will practice working 

in a team and continue to develop your skills building 

experiences in Unity. The specific teams are listed below. 

 

Constraints: 

 Your experience must be interactive. You can't simply make a long cut scene. We're 

practicing the process of making interactive experiences and games. 

 Your experience must be beautiful. I'd rather a beautiful, interactive experience than an 

ugly game. That is, we will have a very loose definition of "game" for this assignment. 

o You can define beauty in any reasonable manner. If you're unsure, ask Ira. 

o Examples include games like flOw and flower, but Go could also qualify. Be 

creative! 

 No shooting violence or pornography. 

 

When showing your game to the class, you must provide a URL where your game can be 

played. Anything on the website will be considered, including instructions for the game, story, 

and anything else you put there. Anything you send in an e-mail or PowerPoint will not be 

considered. Put it on the webpage! 

 

Part I 

Provide a URL to the class that includes a Unity game or interactive experience that is beautiful. 

The experience will obviously still be rough because you will have only had one week to work on 

it. We will review each game in class and provide feedback. 

 

Part II 

Using the provided URLs, we will review each game in class. You should be two-thirds done with 

the project at this point! 

 

Final 

Provide a URL to the class that includes a Unity game or interactive experience that is beautiful. 

Your final website should include: 

 The full names and roles of your team members 

 Access to the source code and art for the game (via GitHub, Google drive, etc.) 

 A screenshot of the game 

 A ~60 second gameplay video or trailer. 

 

Team A Team B Team C Team D Team E 

Cherylynn Helena Zoe Sean Jonathan 

Quinlan Jen Stevie Maria Bryan 

Isaiah Kwasi Elijah Maddie Brian 

Brandon Michael F Joel Mike D Lucy 

   
   Grace 

 

 

Original assignment by Professor Ira Fay, with inspiration from Professor Dave Tomczyk. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5YPMU5dFJA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7IUDWMU6ZI

